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fhe meeting was called to order at 3.30 p.m.

RH/4/fc

AGENDA ITEM 119 (cs>ntinued)

QUESTION OF KOREA

(a) CREATION OF FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS FOR CONVERTING THE ARMISTICE INTO A

DURABLE PEACE IN KOREA AND ACCELERATING THE INDEPENDENT AND PEACEFUL

REUNIFICATION OF KOREA

(b) URGENT NEED TO D1PLEMENT FULLY THE CONSENSUS OF THE Th'ENTY·EIGHTH

SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEt1BLY ON THE KOREAN QUESTION AND TO MAINTAIN PEACE

AND SECURITY ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA (A/C.l~05h~ 1060, 1061 and 1063:

A/C.l/L.708/Rev.l a.nd L.709)

The C}ffiIRMAN: The first name on the list of speakers is that of

Mr. Li Jong Mok, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Democratic People's

rlepublic of Korea, upon whom I now call.

Mr. LI JONG MOK (Democratic People's Republic of Korea) (spoke in

Korean~ English text furnished by delegation): Allow me first of all to express

my deep thanks to you, ~1r. Chairman, and to the representatives of various countries

for your active collaboration in enabling the dele~ation of the Democratic

People's Republic of Korea to participate in this meeting. I should also

like to express my deep thanks to the Secretaryv.General of the United Nations,

the President of the thirtieth session of the United Nations General Assembly and

other United Nations officials for giving us facilities for our work and

activities.

l1ay I also express my thanks to the representatives of various friendly

countries for their support and their sympathy with our people's cause of the

independent and peaceful reunification of the country expressed in their

statements during the general debate and in the First Committee at this session

of the United Nations General Asse~bly.

Today the First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly has started

its debate on the question of Korea.
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(Mr. Li Jong Mok, Democratic People's
Republic of Korea)

We hope that the session of the United Nations General Assembly this year will

be a historic one which will contribute not only to withdrawal of the United States

troops occupying south Korea and putting an end to the division of Korea but also

to terminating tQe discussion of the question of Korea in the United Nations, which

has been dragged on for a quarter of a century.

A great number of Member States of the United Nations have jointly proposed

discussion in the United Nations General Assembly this autumn of an item on

iiCreation of favourable conditions for converting the armistice into a durable

pea.ce in Korea and accelerating the independent and peaceful reunification of

Korea \I.

The draft resolution on this agenda item proposes the dissolution of the

United Nations Command and withdrawal of all the foreign troops stationed in south

Korea under the flag of the United Nations in order to terminate the foreign

interference in the internal affairs of Korea and accelerate the independent and

peaceful reunification of Korea. At the same time it calls upon the real parties

to the Armistice Agreement to replace the Korean Armistice Agreement by a peace

agreement as a fundamental measure to remove tension, prevent armed conflicts and

guarantee a durable peace in Korea. It also urges the north and the south of

Korea to observe the principles of the North-South Joint Communique and take

practical measures to remove military confrontation between the north and the

south so as to maintain and consolidate peace in Korea and accelerate the peaceful

reunification of Korea.

This draft resolution is the most just proposal and is aimed at accelerating

the independent and peaceful reunification of Korea by removing the fundamental

obstacles to the reunification of Korea; and it is a proposal in the interest of

peace for terminating the state of war, a threat to peace and security in Korea, and

guaranteeing a durable peace.

This draft resolution not only mirrors the unanimous aspiration and desire of

the Korean people and the peace-loving peoples of the world, but also correctly

reflects the present situation created in Korea and the requirements of the times,

and indicates fundamental means for the practical solution of the question of Korea.
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(Jv1r. Li Jon[1; Mole, Democratic People I s
Republic of Korea)
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The delegation of the Democratic PeopleYs Republic of Korea fully supports

this draft resolution and expresses deep thanks to the Governments and peoples of

the various friendly countries that have sponsored it.

The key to the solution of the problem of Korea is withdrawal of the United

States troops from South Korea. It is an urgent matter, the settlement of which

brooks no further delay, to withdraw the United States troops which now are

illegally occupying south Korea and to put an end to the interference of outside

forces against our country.

Today it is a trend of the times that all the countries and nations of the

world, big and small? are advancine along the road of sovereignty and independence?

opposing all forms of subjugation.

The day is at hand when the imperialist colonial system will crunble and the

colonies will be eliminated from the globe once anc for all thanks to the

raging struggle of the oppressed peoples for national liberation, sovereignty and

independence.

However? south Korea is still under the colonial domination of the United

States, contrary to that current of the times.

Hundreds of millions of people in Asia, Africa and Latin America who were

oppressed and maltreated under the yoke of imperialism for centuries have cast off

the accursed colonial fetters and have emerged on the scene of history as its

masters, to carve their destinies by their own efforts, upholding the banner

of independence. Hhy should south Korea alone remain continuously under the

domination of outside forces?

Today no country and no people in the world vTants to live subjugated by

others, and no nation allows others to interfere in its internal affairs and

trample its dignity under foot. But the United States, even though it has been

occupying south Korea for more than 30 years, still refuses to ~et out of it.

'He cannot allow this tyranny of the United States, which wants to lceep the

colonial domination of south Korea indefinitely, even today, when the colonial

system is falling and the trend of independence dominates the times.

The United States cannot justify its occupation of south Korea under any

pretext. The continued occupation of Eouth Korea by the United States troops runs

completely counter to the Korean Armistice Agreement, which envisages the withdrawal
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of all foreign troops from Korea, and the spirit of the North-South Joint Ccr.:munique

concerning realization of the peaceful reunification of the country by the Korean

people themselves without interference from outsiQe forces. Nor does it accord

with the principles of the United Nations Charter~ which rejects interference

in the internal affairs of any country. The continued military occupation of

south Korea by the United States simply menaces peace in Korea and further

increases the d~nger of new war as the days go by.
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The situation created in our country during the last year since the

question of withdrawing all the foreign troops occupying south Korea under the

flag of the United Nations failed to find any solution at the twenty-nint11 session

of the United NatioDa General Assembly has again glaringly demonstrated how

urgent it is to withdraw the Unitec1 states troops from south Korea, not only for

peace in Korea but also for peace and security in Asia and the world.

Having suffered an ignominious defeat in Indo-China and havinr; been driven

out of many parts of Asia~ the United States is trying to keep holc1 of south

Korea as its last stronghold for Asian aggression.

The United states is trying to continue its nilitary domination over s Quth

Kore~ by shorin~ up at any cost the present Pak Jung Hi fascist re~ime which is

Gripped with extreme unrest and fear as the lone puppets in Asia following the

overthrow of the 10n Nol and Thieu cliques by the peoples' struggles.

That is why the United States, clamouring more noisily about the fictitious

f1threat of southward aggression 11 ~ has reinforced its armed forces occupying

south Korea by throwing in thousands more troops, has shipped into south

Korea large quantities of combat materials including nuclear weapons -- and

even those weapons they are withdrawing from other parts of Asia -- and is openly

practisinrs nuclear blacknail against us.

A United States Congress representative revealed that lithe United States has

one thousand nuclear weapons and 54 planes capable of carrying nuclear bombs

in south Korea" and military experts of the United States have stated that the

United States has deployed in south Korea hundreds of nuclear shells and bombs~

scores of nuclear missiles with launchers and hundreds of nuclear mines.

As United States Defense Secretary Schlesinger openly prattled:

ilW'e do not exclude any of those options.

ilWe think you are also aware that we have deployed t8,ctical

nuclear weapons in south Korea.

"It is necessary to go for the heart of the opponent's power:

destroy his military forces. f7
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Nowadays the bellicose generals of the United States frequent south Korea

and go round the areas of the military demarcation line to incite a war

atmosphere.

The United States and the south Korean authorities have gone so far as to

map out a so-called 9-day operation plan d.esigned to conquer the Der'1ocrqtic

People's Republic of Korea in nine days, and conduct military exercises every day

simulating attacks on the northern half of our Republic.

At the same time~ the United States has established the Iitripartite security

system of the United States;J Japan and south Korea;; 'Yrith Japan as rt "supply base il

for south Korea. It tries to perpetrate a new aggressive war~ reinforcing the

south Korean troops on that basis and organically linking the forces of south

Korea with the forces of Japan and the United States.

It is at such instigation of the United States that the Palt Jung Hi

nrilitary fascist regime has further intensified fascist oppression of the

people and war manoeuvres in an attempt to save the crumbling foundation of

its rule.

The south Korean military fascist rulers have completely stamped out the

slightest democratic elements which obstruct the carrying out of their war

policy ~ clamouring about the Iiestablishment of a \yar posture '; as never before and

harshly oppressing the people who desire the democratization of society and

the independent and peaceful reunification of the country, and have reduced the

whole area of south Korea to a crucible of unprecedented fascist repression.

For the past, year there has been 110 relaxation of the situati..:m in our country

only further armra.vation; confrontation between the north and south has becone m.ore

tense; even dialo':ue could not remain the orcler of the dRY· and mort=>

grave obstacles were thrown in the way of reunification.

Reality proves that nothing can be solved so long as Unitec1 St~tes troops

remain in south Korea. But, the United States is obstinately scheming to maintain

its troops in south Korea on different lmrer.1sonable pretexts.

The United States still ccntinues to talk about the so-called threat of

sS,luthvrarcl ar;Gression to justify the lcnG-terrl occupation of south Korea by its

troops. Reality gives a clear answer -- who is threatened, we or south Korea?
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Do we need to have any explanation to prove that those numerous nuclear

war..·heads and atomic and rocket weapons deployed along the military demarcation

line are trained on the Korean people and the Democratic People's RepUblic of

Korea and that they are gravely menacing peace in Korea? No one believes the

old tune of the :lthreat of southward aggression: 1 repeated by the United States

and the south Korean authorities.

The United States is raising a hue and cry') as if a big war will break out

when the United states troops are w"i thdrawn from south Korea. How can the

withdrawal of foreign aggressive troops ~ with up-to-date lethal weapons, from

their occupied country bring about a war? If the United States troops ~

engendering the constant danger of a war~ get out of south Korea and stay further

away from Korean territory,> the threat of war will decrease that much.

There even appears an assertion in the United States to the effect that the

United States cannot withdraw its troops fronl south Korea because south Korea

is its '"forward defence area;l directly connected with United States security.

How can south Korea,> which is separated by thousands of miles from the United

States, across an ocean? be a ilforward defence areai? directly connected with

United States security?

The United States openly declared south Korea its ndefence areaii
• This

is precisely the old method of the colonialists Who, in the past, invaded and

occupied other countries at their will? claiming any lands necessary for them

as their own territories.

United States Secretary of Defense Schlesinger has gone to the length of

st ating that

;lthe presence of the United States troops in south Korea should continue

infinitely in view of the geo-political value of the area, and the

foreign aid from the United States is also necessary for an indefinite

period. 11
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Still fresh in the me!nories of the people is the history of the !lA,St,

when the paid geo.·politicians of Hitler once unhesitatingly advoca.ted

the extermination of neighbouring nations and the occupaticn of their territories

so as to create liLebensraum for the German nation'l; and the Japanese

imperialists put forward a variety of those geo-politics, named the ;iGreater

East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere ir to justify their Asian aggression. Nevertheless,

the United States ruling circles have now gone so far as to repeat the doctrine

of undisguised aggression, again talking about geo-politics.

Why does the United States again bring forth the aggressive doctrine of

geopolitics, which had already become totally bankrupt in the 1940s with the defeat

of Hitler and Tojo? It would be absolutely foolish for one to think that such

an aggressive doctrine Ivhich could not be carried out in the 1940s can Ivork

in the 1970s.

The United States can in no way justify the occupation of south Korea

by its troops. The United States claim,to stay on in south Korea reveals,

in the final analysis, that it has not abandoned its wild ambition to invade

the ~hole of Korea and Asia , with south Korea as a base. If it has no such

wildiambition, why does it persistently refuse to get out of south Korea?

As the proverb has it, even the looks of mountains and rivers change in

10 years; but more than 30 years have already elapsed since the United States

occupied south Korea. The history of this 30-year·long national division

comprises untold niseries and'agcnies of our people.

We -cannot allow this national tragedy which is caused by the occupation

of south Korea by the United States troops to continue indefinitely.

All the peace-loving peoples of the world have realized through their

own life experience over a long period that the main key to the solution of

the Korean question is to put an end to the outside interference; and naturally

the voices demanding the withdrawal of the United States troops from south Korea

are rising higher throughout the world.

To ease tension, guarantee peace and accelerate the independent and peaceful

reunification of Korea, the IIUnited Nations Command il must be dissolved and all the

foreign troops stationed in south Korea under the United Nations flag be withdrRWn,

before anything else.
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The replacement of the Korean Armistice Agreement by a peace agreement is a

fundamental requirement for ensuring a durable peace in Korea and Asia,

terminating the outside interference against Korea and accelerating the

independent and peaceful reunification of Korea.

Twenty two years have passed since the realization or the armistice

in Korea, but the state of war has not yet been terminated and there ~till

remains an unstable armistice. The maintenance of the unstable armistice in

Korea engenders constant danger of a new war and menaces the peace and security

of the vrorld.

An armistice agreement is, by its nature, no more than a temporary ceasefire

agreement on the cessation of hostilities between the two sides, and it presupposes

its replacement with a new peace agreement which will completely terminate

the state of vrar.

Article 4, paragraph 60, of the Korean Armistice Agreement envisages the

holding of a political conference at a higher level, after the conclusion of

the Armistice Agreement, to settle through negotiation the question of the

withdrawal of all foreign forces from Korea, and the question of turning the

armistice into a durable peace, thereby finally solving the question of Korea.

Ilmnediately following the end of the war in Korea, the Government of the

Dtmocratic People's Republic of Korea consistently made every effort to terminate

the state of war as soon as possible and establish a durable peace. Despite

our sincere efforts, the question of turning the armistice into a durable

peace has not yet been solved, to this day, owing to the unwarranted position

of the United States.

The United States unilaterally sabotaged the preliminary meeting held in

preparation for a political conference at a higher level onvisaged in the

Armistice Agreement; disrupted the Conference of Foreign Ministers of the

countries concerned which was convened in Geneva in 1954 for the peaceful

settlement of the Korean question; and has rejected all the reasonable

proposals made by the Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea

for a durable peace in Korea and a peaceful settlement of the Korean question.

Furthermore,
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Furthermore, the United States has committed flagrant violations of the

Armistice Agreement only to render it impossible for the Armistice Agreement, which

is precarious as such, to perform its original function.

The Democratic People's Republic of ICorea has already advanced its proposal

to convert the Korean Armistice Agreement into a peace agreement with a view

to guaranteeing a durable peace in Korea, accelerating the peaceful reunification

of Korea and securing peace in Asia and the world at large.

When a peace agreement ~s concluded between the Democratic People's Republic

of Korea and the United States with those contents which we have proposed -

namely, that both sides shall pledge to each other not to invade the other side

and to remove the danger of armed conflicts; that the United States shall not

interfere in the internal affairs of Korea; that both sides shall discontinue the

reinforcement of their armed forces and the arms race; that all the

foreign troops under the banner of the United Nations forces shall withdraw

from south Korea; and that Korea shall not become the military base of any

foreign country -- and when the present Armistice Agreement is replaced by that

peace agreement, the fundamental factor engendering the danger of a new war in

our country will be removed; the state of military confrontation will be

removed, and the tension between the north and the south will be substantially

eased.

Not only is this an important measure for establishing a durable peace

in Korea and creating favourable conditions for the independent and peaceful

settlement of the Korean question, but it will also greatly contribute to

guaranteeing peace and security in Asia and the world.

Our proposal to conr.·lude a peace agreement between us and the United States

and to replace the Korean Armistice Agreement by it fully accords with the

will and desire of the entire Korean people and of peoples throughout the world,

which unanimously want to see a durable peace in Korea and the independent and

peaceful reunification of the country.
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The replacement of the Korean Armistice Agreement by a peace agreement

oresents itself as a r;ractical dC'11and "'hich brooks no fu.~:ther delay at this tirr:e

when the question of c1issolving the "United Nations Cornl11.and" and withdrawing

all the Torei~n trooDs from south Korea is r')laced on the agenda of the day.

But the United States is responding to our just proposal to conclude

a peace agreement with a demand to preserve the unstable Armistice Agreement.

The United States representatives have always said here that

Un Lted States troops remain in south Korea for 'ipeaced. But what the United

States has done in deeds is diametrically contrary to what it has been saying.

Why does the United States insist on preserJ'ing the state of a temporary

ceasefire at this time when ever"one exnresses the -unanimous hope that a durable

and lasting peace be established in Korea? Is it not clear to everyone that the

present Armistice Agreement cannot remove the hotben of war in Korea and cannot

guarantee a durable peace? Nevertheless ~ the United States acts as if the

Armistice Agreeluent were the only way of preventing the resumption of armed

conflicts in Korea.

Hmr can we Dreserve peace in Korea when the unstable armistice remains

in effect? It is self·,evident which stand is truly for peace in Korea -- the

stand for pl'eserving the temporary, unstable armistice or the stand for

concluding a new peace agreement to terminate the state of ceasefire once

and for all.

The United States turns down our proposal to conclude a peace agreement

and insists on the maintenance of the state of the ceasefire. This means that

the United States wants to keep its troops in south Korea indefinitely under the

pretext of implementing the Armistice Agreement, continue the present

military confrontation existing between the north and the south of Korea and

fix its division.

The United States can in no pay conceal its u1-terior intenticn to oppose the

conclusion of a peace agreement and keep the unstable armistice. If the United

States is really concerned for a peaceful solution of the Korean question, it

should agree to convert the unstable armistice into a durable peace instead

of tryinG to keel] the -former.
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Taking this opportunity of the discussion of the question of creatinG

favourable conclitions for conve~ting the armistice into a durable peace and

accelerating the independent and peaceful reunification of Korea at this

session of the United Nations General Assenfuly~ we once again state that we

are prepared to hold talks at any time to conclude a peace ap:reement between the

De"1O~rati.c Peonle's ReJ:mblic of Korea and the United States.

These days ~ some people say that it is necessary to make some arrangement

for preserving the Armistice Agreement to fill the 11 r:apll that lTIay be created

between the conclusion of a peace agreement and the withdrawal of all foreign

troops from south Korea.

He consider that they express such a view either because they presuppose the

di.ssolution of the "United Nations Com,.,and" only, while keepi.ng the United states

troops in south Korea, or because they fail fUlly to understand our stand.

As we have already stated, this problem cannot arise if all foreign troops

are withdrawn from south Korea concurrently with the dissolution of the

IIUni ted Nations Command". In f'act, there can be no gap at all if the north and

the south settle by agreement the r:luestion of Dreserving ];€ace in Korea on

th~ principles of the North,·South Joint Con1l'l1Unt'1UA a.fter a peace agreerr:ent is

concluded and all United States troops in south Korea are vrithdrawn under that

peace agreement.

Some people are also saying that it is not realistic to exclude south

Korea from the discussion on the question of guaranteeing a durable peace in

Korea. But this does not accord with reality. In order to achieve a durable peace

in Korea, there are questions that should be settled ~ith the United states while

there are questions that should be settled with south Korea.

The question concerning the Armistice Agreement can be settled, to a11

intents and purposes, only between the Democratic People's Republic of Korea

and the United States, ~.7hich are the di.rect signatories to the ArlTIistice Agreement

and which have assumed practical responsibility for its implementation at present.
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The question of preserving a durable peace in Korea after the conclusion

of a peace agreement and the withdravTal of United States troops from

south Korea 9 is not one in which the United states should ~eddle; it is a

question that should be' settled between us nnd south Korea.

'i:Te have already put fO!'VTard a number of reasonable proposals for the

settlement of all questions arising 1n regard to preserving a durable

peace in Korea after the withdra1iTal of United St.ates troops from soutl1 Korea,

and 9 further!} to achieving the independent and peaceful reunification

of the country.

To achieve a durable peace in Korea 9 the north and the south of Korea

sholud observe the North ·South Joint Statement and take practical measures 9 such

as ceasing arms reinforcement, drastically reducing the armed forces of both sides

:to an equal level, preventing armed conflicts, and guaranteeing each side

against the use of force by the other, after the withdrawal of all foreign

troops from south Korea.

The Government of the Democratic People i s Republic of Korea has already

proposed. solving those problc.ns by bilateral military negotiations

between the military authorities of the north and the south.

If the north and the south enter upon bilateral military talks to discuss and

settle the questions of removing the military confrontation between them and

ensuring a lasting peace 9 in conditions in which all foreign troops are

withdrawn from south Korea:! and organize a NorthuSouth Joint Military Commission

to implement the agreement reached between the two sides, a firm guarantee will

be provided for preserving peace in our country.

Our proposal that a peace agreement be concluded between the Democratic

People's RepUblic of Korea and the United States of America 9 the real parties

to the Korean Armistice Agreement ~ completely to eliminate the state of war and

put an end to all forms of outside interference 9 and that north-south military

talks be held to settle through negotiation those problems which arise in regard

to preserving peace in Korea after the withdrawal of United States troops under

the peace agreement 9 is a just and fair proposal correctly reflecting the

reality in Korea.
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\-·lhen the United States troops are withdrawn according to the peace atSreement

and the military confrontation between the north and the south is removed through

the north-south military talks, the mistrust and misunderstanding between the

north and the south caused by the artificial division will be dispelled and an

atmosphere of national harmony and trust will be created. This will enable

the Korean people to realize earlier the independent and peaceful

reunification of the country~ in accordance with the three principles and

; five-point proposal of' national reunification o~tlined bJT the respected

and beloved leader President Kim Il Sung.

The course for the independent and peaceful reunific~tion of the country

mapped out by the .great leader President Kim Il Sung most correctly reflects

the unanimous will and aspiration of the entire Korean people in the north and

the south and enjoys the active support and approval of the peoples of the whole

"VTorld.

The United States is doggedly opposing the withdrawal of the United States

troops from South Korea and persistently trying to preserve the unstable state

of armistice at this session of the United Nations General Assembly also. The

';draft resolution'; submitted by the United States side to the United I,rations

General Assembly this... autumn is a clear proof of it.

That i'draft resolution;; only talks about the dissolution of the i7Uni ted

Nations Command i
; ; it does not even mention the withdrawal of United States

troops occupying south Korea _.~ the main obstacle to the reunification of Korea.

Moreover, it gives no guarantee at all for securintS a durable peace in Korea.

1fuen the general situation has turned out decisively' unfavourable for it and

it can no longer c~nouflage its troops with the United Nations flag) the United

States is crafty enough to speak as if it was ready to diss 01ve the "United

Nations Command'; at the current session of the United Nations General Assembly.

But this is no more than a deceptive farce.

The United States says it will only dissolve the "United Nations Command"

provided that the other parties directly concerned with the Armistice Agreement

11 agree .•• that they "VTill regard all provisions of the Armistice Agreement as

continuing in force il
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The natural result is that,if the oIUnited Nations Command'; is dissolved,

the Armistice Agreement itself will also have to cease to exist. How can it

demand that we should agree to continued maintenance of the Armistice Agreenlent?

It is tantamount to demanding that we recognize the continued presence in south

Korea of troops of the United States as a signatory to the Armistice Agreement,

even if the i?United Nations Command" is dissolved.

This demand of the United States, preposterous as it is, reveals to the

full its true intention not to dissolve even the "United Nations Command".

It is not fortuitous that the United States does not even mention the

wi thdrawal of all foreign troops from south Korea in its iidraft resolution!i.

The United States authorities are openly clamouring that, even if the "United

Nations Commandii is dissolved, United States troops will remain in south Korea

under the s0-called South Korea-United States Mutual Defence Treaty.

It was in this very forum of the United Nations General Assembly that the

United states persistently alleged in the past that its troops stationed in

south Korea were not United States troops but liUnited Nations forces';. But

today it alleges that those troops are not United Nations forces but United

States troops -- although they are the same troops. This is precisely the

aggressive doctrine of the United States that what is good for it is also true.

Some time ago the United States played a trick of lowering the flag of

the United Nations at its military establishments in south Korea or

drestrictingil the use of the flag.

The United States tries quietly to remmre the label "United lJations

forces i? from the United States troops in south KorEla and, instead, to make

believe that the United States troops are there under the ilSouth Korea-United

States Mutual Defence Treaty';. But, can the label change their true nature?

The United States has proposed to convene a confp.rence of what it calls

lithe parties concerned;; to discuss ways of maintaining the armistice under the

specious heading of the so-called dissolution of the United Nations Command.

It is no more than empty talk which is of no practical value.
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Reality demands that the armistice be converted into a durable peace;

and it is nonsensical to pl'opose to convene a conference only to maintain the

unstable armistice engendering a constant danger of war. Furthermore 7

insistence that south Korea be involved in the discussion of the matter of

disposing of the Armistice Agreement is not an attitude conducive to a solution

of the question from the outset.

As far as the south Korean authorities are concerned~ they are not signatories

to the Armistice Agreement; and, furtherrr.ore, they have been persistently

opposed to the Armistice Agreement. Therefore, they cannot become a party concerned

in regard to this Agreement, nor have they any right to involve themselves in

the disposal of the Armistice Agreement~ under any circumstances.

As in the past, the ildraft resolutionil of the United States side J.S no

more than a plot to justify the occupation of south Korea by the United States

troops in the name of the United Nations and to create iitwo Koreas lO to

perpetuate the division of Korea. When its unjust "draft resolution" met

with strong opposition of world opinion and its nature became exposed~ the

United States merged it with a subsequently proposed "amendment".
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The ;:amendment:i reads as if the United states Vlf)ntcd ii case of' tension':

and "a durable peace il in Korea. But it mentions neither the Idthdra't-ral of

all the foreign troops from south ICorea nor the replacel1lent of the Arrl1istice

Agreement with a peace aGreement. This shmrs that it is not different in any

"ray') ~n essence~ from the original "draft resolution: l of the United states side.

In the long run~ it is quite clear that both the ;iarllendment" and. the revised

i1draft resolution: l are aimed at preventing the United Nations from taldne:

positive measures for the just settlement of the Korean question~ maintaininc.:;

the United States troops i occupation of south ICorea, creating ,Itwo Koreas'; and

realizing the aggressive ambition of the United States [;1E:;a-Irls'l~ Korea and Asia.

As all the facts sh0\'7 ~ the draft resolution ~ s1!on~()1:(~(:'L liJ" pe~ace-l(w:l!lt:;:

countries ~ on the creation of favourable conditions for conv'crtlnr; the

armistice into a durable peace in Korea and accelerating the independent £1,11([

peaceful reunification of Korea reflects the stand for peace~ inQependonce

and reunification. On the contrary ~ the" draft resolution ii
, lilainlJl' T~l <1. r~,('J.'lc~~,

by the United States and other colonialist Powers of the past and present is

aimed at Ivar ~ subjugation and division.

In his :1 statement 11 today ~ the so-·callecl representative of south Korea triec1

so hard to cover up the true purpose of the Ildraft resolutionli of the United

States side that he made silly attempts to backbite~ completely reversing

black and "rhite with fabrication and fraudulence ~ even the socialist system of

our country vrhich is ever flourishing and prosperous under the wise leadership

of President Kim 11 Sung ~ the respected and beJ.ovec1 leader of our people.

This is no more than an expression of the de:::p~1'1at~ G.r~(ill:r cl' thn80 \;']1'..1 :lrtl

gripped with extreme unease and fear ~ thoroughly isolated and re~i ecteC'" by the

people.

In no i-ray CttTl the 8011th Korean authcrittc:: E~ JlJ1l'lJ.i r ' the rliCGllty (~:t' (JUT l eo flJ.e

,\{ho are firmly unIted 8.rour.cl tb~ ;),.!'e~~t leacle:'Y'l:res:!.r1 e:nt, F..t.'n:1 ~~tmu; L-1n.:l '1",1.0

hibh international prestige of the L'emocratic People r s Republic of Korea.
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(Hr. Li Jong Mok~ Democratic
Peoplefs Republic of Korea)

In the lone run ~ the ;1 statern.ent n of the south Korean nrepresentative:i

only serves to reveal more thoroughly the criminal nature of the south Korean

authorities as diri.y servants of imperialism and traitors to our nation~ who

aj":~ 1~{]'"L;\;d in rJutiOtJul trt::uson, depending on aut~~ido forces.

HOVT the world 7 s attention is focused on this confeJ::ence hall where the

Korean question is under discussion.

Two opposing draft resolutions have been submitted on the question of

Korea before this Committee.

One of them is aimed ~t opening a bright prospect for the reunification of

KDl'(~U. und 1iorld p,;ucP.; l)y cOil'lplctely liquidatinC: the root causes tliai; bave illlposed

the 1..lLter sufferings of national division on the Korean people for 30 years

hnd th1":J'.'t] dd.x·k clouds over 1:'orld peace.

On the contrary~ the other iidraft resolution l1 is designed to maintain the

division of' Korea and danBerous tension indefinitely.

'11111= present session i·rill have to c:llOose one of them.

'I'he draft resolution (~rOtH.lDl'f~d l)y r:eace-lov ing count r le s accords i,l i tl1

the IJillla Programme adopted vith unanimous support of all the non-aligned countries

at the Conference of Foreign Ministers of Non-Aligned Countries some time aGo.

'Ilhe Lima Prograllli"fle reads as follows:

liThe Conference •.• reaffirms its support of the policy for the independent

and peaceful :.ceunification ,V'ithout any foreign interference in its internal

affairs advocated by the Democratic People is RepUblic of Korea and. demands

that all foreic;n troops that remain stationed in South Korea under the United

Nations flag be withdrawn and the present Korean Military Armistice

Agreement be replaced vrith a peace agreement~ in orCler to create favoutable

conditions for converting the armistice into a durable peace in Korea and

aCI';.:!l.el'aUng the i.ndcp:;~ndent and peaceful reunLflcation of Korea."

(NAC/B~/CO~F.5/15~ para. 60)
The delegation of the Democratic People is RepUblic of Korea 81 :.jeals to the

delegates of all the progressive countries to support the c1.ref"L ~';;"30lution~

SrorJsol'od r.lY 42 countries; reflecting tb unanin:ous desire ,:,1' ttl~; peoples of

socialist countries, non-aligned countries and all the pectcec..loving count:~ies

of' the ';orld, so that it may be adopted at this sessi.cl1 or t.tle United Nations

General Assembly.
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In the future too, as in the past, we will make e"ery endeavour to

put an end to national division, accelerate the independent and peaceful

reunification of Korea and achieve a durable peace in Korea.

The Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the Korean

people, who pursue independent, anti~imperialist and peace-loving foreign

policies, will always advance side by side with the Governments and peoples

of all countries of the world fighting against imperialism!l colonialism and

racism and for peace, democracy, national independence and social progress, and

will actively support and encourage them in their just cause.

The Korean people will certainly make all the foreign troops withdraw

from south Korea and realize, sooner or later!l the historic cause of the

country's reunification, with the support and co-operation of the peace-loving

peoples of the world.

Mr. HUANG HUA (China) (interpretation from Chinese): First of all,

the Chinese delegation wishes to express warm welcome to the delegation of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea which is participating in the debate on

the Korean question at the current session of the General Assembly. In his

speech Chairman Li Jong flIok has given a profound exposition of the crux of the

Korean question and the way to a fundamental solution of the problem. His

speech has expressed the true aspiration of the entire Korean people and is

conducive to a settlement of the Korean question. The Chinese delegation firmly

supports it.

In his speech at the plenary meeting of the current session of the General

Assembly, the Chairman of the Chinese delegation already stated in detail our

principled position on the Korean question. Now I would like to comment on

some of the questions involved in the two draft resolutions before us.

The history of the Korean question over the past nearly three decades has

irrefutably proved that the division of Korea and the tension there were caused

from the outset by the United States imperialist aggression and intervention

in Korea. After World War 11 the United States has occupied south Korea,

interfered in the Korean internal affairs and obstructed the reunification O!'

Korea. In 195
flag. Since t
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Korea. In 1950 9 United States troops invaded Korea under the United Nations

flag. Since the Korean armistice in 1953 9 they have been hanging on in south

Korea 9 refusing to withdraw therefrom. Herein lies the root cause why the

Korean question has thus far remained unsettled and why the Korean peninsula is

still in a state of artificial division.
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Over a long period the Government of the Democratic People 9 S Republic

of Korea has upheld its correct stand for the independent and peaceful

reunification of the fatherland, demanding the cessation of aggression and

intervention in Korea by outside force and the withdrawal of all foreign

troops from south Korea, and it has put forward a series of positive and

reasonable propositions and proposals to this effect. The three principles

of independence, peaceful reunification and great national unity and the

5-point proposition for the prevention of a national split and the realization

of the peaceful reunification of the fatherland put forward by

President Kim Il Sung have clearly pointed to the correct road for the

reunification of Korea and have received the firm support of the entire

Korean people and the broad endorsement of the people of various countries.

The consens us adopted by -the twenty-ei ghth session of the United Nations

General Assembly has affirmed the three principles of independence!l peaceful

reunification and great national unity, dissolved the IlUnited Nations Conrrnission

for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea", which was a tool for

interfering in the internal affairs of Korea, and thus welcome progress has

been achieved. Now there is an ever more resounding voice in the world demanding

the dissolution of the United Nations Command and the withdrawal of the

United States troops stationed in south Korea. The United Nations should make

a positive response and speedily correct all the mistakes it committed on the

Korean question so as to create favourable conditions for the independent and

peaceful reuni fication of Korea.

This year, compelled by the prevailing situation, the United States and

other countries put forward a draft resolution on the Korean question. This

draft resolution professes a preparedness to terminate the United Nations Command

and even puts forward a specific date for its dissolution. But in effect it

evades the crucial issue of the withdrawal of the United States -troops stationed

in south Korea under the flag of the United Nations. This shows that its

purpose is none other than to use the dissolution of the United Nations Command

as a pretence in exchange for the legalization of the presence of United States

troops in south Korea and the creation of I1two ICoreas 11. The repeated United States
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attempt to thrust the Pak Jung Hi clique of south Korea into the United Nations

is part and parcel of this scheme. The United states Government openly declared

that after the dissolution of the United Nations Command United States troops

would remain in south Korea in accordance "tvith the so-called US~ROK Treaty.

The United States draft resolution also requires the United States and the

Pak Jung Hi clique of south Korea, which is not a signatory to the Armistice

Agrement, to take over the so-called responsibilities of the United Nations

Command. Judging from the above ideas in combination, is it not crystal clear

that the United states is bent on legalizing the prese~ce of United States

troops in south Korea and on creating i1t"tvO Koreas il? No matter how it may be

prettified, such a draft resolutioJ::!> which can in no way lead to a peacefUl

settlement of the Korean question but can only aggravate the division and

tension in Korea, is absolutely unacceptabll~ to us and all other peace-loving

and justice-upholding countries. As for tht::': amended United States draft

res olution, it has not in the least changed the fundamental essence of the

original United States draft resolution but only adds some cosmetics to it.

Certainly this is of no avail and ha:;,,: ;'.10 value at all.

In contrast to the draft resol'lti on s ubrni tted b;Y" the United States and

other countries, the draft resolution submitted by Algeria and 41 other countries

entitled tlCreation of favourable conditions for converting the armistice

into a durable peace in Korea and accelerating the independent and peaceful

reunification of Korea" reflects the present situation on the Korean peninsula

and the needs of our time. This is a draft resolution that is really capable

of solving the problem.

The so-called United Nations Command should have been dissolved long ago.

From the very day of its formation it has been a downright tool for aggression.

Ov~r the past 25 years the United States alone has controlled this 11 Command'; with

the blessing of the illegal resolution adopted by the Security Council vThen it was

under United States manipulation. Under the sign-board of the I1Uni ted Nations

Commandl1
, the United States has all along stationed its troops in south Korea,

which have incessantly carried out armed provocations and military manoeuvres.

\'Jith the abetment and support of the United States, the ruling clique of

south Korea has wantonly pushed the policy of national division and stepped up
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its brutal repression of the peor/le in south Korea, vTho demand national

reunification and strive for democratic rights. It even clamoured for war and

"reuni fication by prev8.iling over conmnmism'''. Such is the root cause of the

prolonged tension on tile l"orean peninsula and the basic obstacle to the

reunification of Korea. HOVT that 22 years ha.ve elapsed since the Korean

armistice and 17 years since the withdrawal of the Chinese People's Volunteers

from Korea, 't-That reason is there for United States troops to continue to hang on

in south Korea? 'The dissolution of the so··called United Nations Command must be

settled t013ether 'Yrith the Ivithdrawal of United states troops from south Korea,

and the t't'TO must not be separated. Othervrise, the mere dissolution of the

Uni ted dations Command vith the continued presence of Unitea. States troops in

south Korea will be of no help Whatsoever to the promotion of the independent and

peace ful reuni fication of Korea and the relaxat ion of tension on the Korean

peninsule.. Therefore 'toTe firmly maintain that the so--called United Nations Command

must be cJissolved and United States troops must be 'withdrmffi from south Korea.

rrIle Korean question should be settled by the Korean people themselves flee from
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The United States openly declared that in order to preserve the Armistice

Agreement ~ the United States troops must not withdraw. This is a pretext that is

utterly indefensible. It should be noted that the Armistice l\greement is but a

provisional arrangement for the cessation of hostilities and not an a8reement

to ensure peace. One may ask: Should Korea remain forever in such a most

abnormal state of armistice? It is absolutely impermissible to impose such an

abnormal state of affairs on the Korean people foreve~. The United States

representativeVs idea for the United States and the south Korean authorities to

propose to the parties of the Armistice the convening of a conference to discuss

ways to preserve the Armistice Agreement and the exploration at such a

conference of the possibility of a larger conference to negotiate a more

fundamental arrangement is of no avail and completely impractical. As a m~Gter
. .

of fact) back in 1954 the United States cingle-hnndec'l1y n]r1l1:Hl tlr:> dlJ\J}' tu [I

political conference ~t a higher level on the Korean question as provided for in

the Armistice Agreement. In the actual prevailing circumstances~ the practical

way is for the real parties to the Korean Armistice Agreement to negotiate and

sign a peace agreement to replace the Armistice Agreement. The Democratic

People 7s Republic of Korea has long expressed its readiness to enter into

negotiations with the United States as a edgnatory to the Armistice Agreement to

conclude a peace agreement to replace the Armistice Agreement. Such a most

reasonable proposal is also contained in the draft resolution submitted by

Algeria and other countries. If the United States really desires to solve the

problem) there is no reason Whatsoever for it not to respond positively to the

reasonable proposal of the Democratic Peoplevs RepUblic of Korea for the

conclusion of a peace agreLnent to replace the Armistice Agreement and the

withdrawal of the United States troops stationed in south Korea under the flag

of the United Nations. Nevertheless) the United States is now repeatedly

ha:rping on the continued Ilpreservationli of the Armistice Agreement. Does this

not fully reveal its true intent of refusing to vdthdraw its troops and

continuing to interfere in the internal affairs of Korea?

Moreover ~ the United States openly asserts that the pre~ence of United states

troops in south Korea is for the maintenance of the so--called libalance of force"
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on the Korean peninsula. This is all the more a downright deception. As is known

to all, at present there are no foreign troops at all in north Korea, whereas in

south Korea, apart from the armed forces of the south Korean ruling clique itself,

which have exceeded those in the northern part, large numbers of United States

troops have been stationed and even United States nuclear weapons have been

blatantly deployed. ROvT can there be any so-called balance of force? On the

contrary, it is precisely the presence of large numbers of United States troops in

south Korea and the United States policy of actively modernizing the puppet troops

of the lJak Jung Ri clique that have created a grave menace to the security of the

northern part of Korea. The continued presence of United States troops in south

Korea j under whatever name, contravenes the principles of the independent and

peaceful reunification of Korea and will only aggravate tbe tension on the Korean

peninsulao All the more so since the north and south of Korea issued a joint

statement on 4 July 1972 undertaking to refrain from armed provocations and

prevent military cc'nflicts. So long as the Pak Jung Ri clique strictly observes

this joint statement and ceases its sabotage, peace in Korea can be assured. Since

both north and south Korea have agreed on the mutual non-use of force and on

reunification by peaceful means, why should it be impossible for some necessary

meaS'lres to be agreed on to solve this problem, pending peaceful reunification? To

assert that a war will break out in Korea in the absence of the Armistice Agreement

is in fact not only designed to create something sensational, but exactly serves to

prove that the United States has no sincere desire at all to withdraw the United

States troops and promote the peaceful reunification of Korea. It is precisely in

view of all this that the drar~ resolution submitted by Algeria and other countries

urges the north and south of Korea to observe the principles of the North-South

joint statement and take practical measures for ceasing arms reinforcement, reducing

the armed forces of both sides drastically to an equal level, preventing a:r:'med

conflicts and guaranteeing against the use of force against the other side, and

thereby remove the military confrontation. This has reflected the desire of the

Korean people and all the people in the world who are concerned about peace in

Korea.
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Since last spring~ under the impact of the great victory of the

Indochinese peoples~ the United States has tightened its control over Northeast

Asia) endlessly repeating the myth of a so~·called i1threat of a southward invasion

from the north il deliberately concocted by the Pak Jung Hi clique~ creating an

atmosphere of war and even wielding nuclear weapons for nuclear blackmail.

Taking advantage of all this~ the PaIt Jung Hi clique issued a succession of

so··called iiemergency laws 'I, and stepping up its brutal repression of the people

in south Korea, the Pak Jung Hi clique carried out frenzied war preparations

as though confronted by a formidable enemy~ so much so that the whole of south

Korea was haunted by the horror of war for a time. However, such artificial

tension was soon seen through~ and the attempt of the United States and the

Pak Jung Hi clique to justify the continued presence of United States troops

in south Korea and to perpetuate the division of Korea has thus been laid

bare. If there is a aanger of war on the Korean peninsula~ it can only originate

from the Pak Jung Hi clique which is clamouring for war with United States

support and abetment~ and absolutely not from the Democratic People's Republic

of Korea which insists on independent and peaceful reunification.
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The just stand of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea has received

not only the support of the entire Korean people but also the extensive favourable

response of the whole Ivorld. The support of the people of all countries for the

Korean people's struggle for the independent and peaceful reunification of their

fatherland has already become an irresistible current, whereas the traitorous

Pwc Jung Hi clique, which has hired itself out to imperialism and sold out the

national interests and is engaged in national division, finds itself in ever

greater isolation beset with trouble both at home and abroad. All its attempts

to squeeze its vTay into the United Nations or the non-aligned movement have met

\'Ti th complete failure.

The affairs of the people of various countries should be managed by the

people of the countries concerned, and the Korean people's affairs should be

managed by the Korean people themselves. The reunification of Korea should be

realized by the Korean people themselves free from any outside interference. All

artificially divided countries will eventually realize their national

reunification this is the general trend and popular demand. Those who try to

obstruct such an irresistible current will only end up disgracefully like the

grasshopper in the fable which tried to stop the chariot. Has not the victory of

the Indochinese peoples provided a convincinG proof for this fact? iie are

deeply convinced that with the sYmpathy and support of the people of all countries,

the entire heroic Korean people, persevering in struggle, will do away with the

interference of any outside force and victoriously achieve the independent and

peaceful reunification of their country.

China. and Korea are neighbours, as closely related as the lips and the't.eeth,

and the Chinese and Korean peoples are close comrades-in-arms fighting shoulder to

shoulder. We firmly support the Korean people in their struggle for the independerrt

and peaceful reunification of their fatherland, and we resolutely oppose the

interference by outside force in the internal affairs of Korea and the creation

of iltwo Koreas il
• He are convinced that the draft resolution submittecl by Algeria

and other countries has provided a practical and effective formula for ceasing the

interference by outside force, promotine the independent and peaceful reunification

of Korea and eliminating the tension on the Korean peninsula. Together with the

other co~sponsc
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other co~sponsors of this draft resolution, we hope that the current session of

the General Assembly will seriously consider and adopt it, thus enabling the United

Nations to correct the mistakes it committed on the Korean question ivhen it was /

under the exclusive manipulation of imperialism and make positive contributions to

the promotion of the Korean peoplevs sacred cause of the independent and peaceful

reunification of their country.

Mr. SIBAHI (Syrian Arab Republic) (interpretation from French): At the

outset allow me to welcome the presence among us of Mr. Li Jong Mok, Vice~1inister

for Foreign Affairs of the Peoplevs Democratic Republic of Korea, and the members

of his delegation. His presence in the First Committee as an observer has been

acclaimed by the Syrian delegation, in the hope that he will soon occupy the

permanent seat that rightfully belongs to his country, a friend of Syria~ not here

in the First Committee, but in the General Assembly itself.

As shown in the draft resolution in doctunent A/C.l/L.709, dated 24 September,

the Syrian Arab Republic is one of its sponsors. This position of Syria, which

has been firmly maintained by my delegation, reflects the position of my country

regarding the Korean question. It is also justified by the principles of the

United Nations Charter and by the doctrine of non-alignrlGr:t, principles to which

the Syrian Arab Republic has adhered since the San Francisco Conference in 1945,

right through to the Bandung Conference in 1955, and that position remains

unchanged today. SyriaVs position is accordingly based on the following

considerations.

First, o~r position is based on the sacred and inalienable right of peoples

to independence and national sovereignty, on which the draft resolution I have

mention~d is based, particularly in its preamble, which states:

H ••• it conforms with the principles of the Charter to encourage the Korean

people to achieve the independent and peaceful reunification of their

country at the earliest possible date on the basis of the three principles

of independence, peaceful reunification and great national unity and to create

favourable conditions for it. 17

This right of course includes the various political, economic and social lines and

objectives pt~sued in bilateral, multilateral and international relations.
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Secondly? it is based on the universally accepted right of peoples to self

determination? freely and democratically to be the ~asters of their own fate.

This thesis is also enshrined in the preamble, which recalls the principles of

equality and self-determination of peoples. Thirdly, it is also based on the

principle of respect for the sovereignty of other States and non-interference in

the internal affairs of other States. That prohibition finds broad expression

in the document before us? particularly when it recalls the obligation assumed by

States under the Charter to refrain from intervening in matters which are within

the domestic jurisdiction of another State.

r4y delegation considers that the following document should be the basis

for a just and lasting solution to the Korean question: the North-South Joint

Co~~uni~ue on Korea of 4 July 1972. ~hat statement was furthernore welcomed by

the General Assembly in the decision it adopted on 28 November 1973 during its

twenty-eiBhth session, for the simple reason that it would promote the

independent achievement of reunification without relying upon outside force or

being subjected to outside interference; the application of peaceful means

without recourse to the use of force and the achievement, under the political

entity of a confederated Republic of Korea? of the great union of a homogeneous

nation, without distinction of ideologies, ideals or regimes.

Who among us could fail to see in that statement the desirable solution

to the Korean question? But above and beyond all, my delegation believes that

in South Korea, at the srone time as in the North, we must create a genuine

titmosphere of confidence and goodwill. This of necessity requires, a priori,

complete and unconditional withdrawal of foreign troops stationed in South

Korea and particularly the military elements of the United States of America which

claim to represent United Nations forces while they represent only American

designs at the expense of the principle of the sacred right of the Korean people

to sovereignty) independence and self-determination, which are universally

recognized by the entire world.
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My dele~ation is convinced that the withdrawal of the foreign troops thus

introduced would a priori promote the conclusion of a peace agreement which

would obviously repl"ce the Armistice Af~re8ment concluded on 2'7 JUly 1953.

Will America yield tu the almost world-wide demand that it withdraw? ~1y

deleeation believes that those responsible for American policy are far from such

a position, and that is ,justified by the unconditional support channelled 1)y

the United States of America to Zionism throui)h its spoilt child, Israel, to

racism in Rhodesia and Namibia throur;h Pretoria and fJa1isbury and to

neo-co1onialsim in other oppressed regions of the world. How else can we

interpret the American occupation of Gouth Korea for more than 30 years? How

can we interpret the introduction into South Korea and Israel of deadly weapons

and ~uided missiles of various kinds? It is the intention of the United Statos

to introduce into Israel, followinrr, th~.~ second Binai Disenp;agemcmt Ar:reemen+.,

signed on 1 September 1975 by Isra81 and Er~ypt, as they have already' introduced

into Korea, rockets, atomi c ft,uns and gui d(~d misni1.es. On 20 .Tune 1:.'75 the

Director of the United States Defense Information Center declared:

"The nuclear 'warheads deployed in South Korea are applicable to missiles,

Buns, mines •.• mld many of these nuclear warheads are denloyed near the

military demarcation lino borderinr: on North Korea."

In accordance with information rec!?ntly Imblishcd, the United States

Def~nse nepartlllcnt has submitted to the A.1'Jlerican Conrress a plan to r,ivc

South Kore a 60 of' the most modern fir~htt3r p~anes 'vith 1, V~l,Jalle of $205 million.

Th(~ Dnited L:tatcs ;:md South Korea ae;reed on this in advance.

The Unitec states have proclaiml;:~d Sout.h Korea to be a forward defence line

and openly threat.en the Democratic People's RepUblic of Korea by Dpreadinfl;

nuclear weapons.

At a press confGrcncc on 20 .Tune the United Statps Recret.ory for Defense

cynically st.ated that; che Dnited States would not hesitate to use nu~lf:,ar weapons

in Korea. The Unit,. fi r:tat.es is still increasinr; the numher of troops occupyinr:

South Korea ond the i louth rtor.;-an army eonstantly carrie!1 out armc.:>d provocations

of different kinds at';ainnt the DC!,1ocratic T\~ople' s Hepublic of Korea in

violation of' the Armistice; Ar,ree.ment.
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Should we not in this case~ in regard to such intervention on the part of

those responsible for American policy~ conclude that the opposite draft resolution

submitted by the representative of Japan this morning~ and contained in

document A/c.l/L.70B/Rev.l dated 14 October 1975, is far from contributing to the

solution desired by two thirds of the Members of the United Nations?

Furthermore~ the South Korean regime, with its imperialist tendencies~ which

has always opposed the just causes of the peoples of the third world~ carries out

a reactionary policy inside and outside the country. The South Korean authorities

have allowed their troops to approach the frontiers of Cambodia so as cvnstantly

to threaten the people of Cambodia fighting imperialist foreign aggression. Since.
March 1970 they have given active support to the reactionary regime of Lon Nol.

In connivance with Israel~ those same authorities opposed and continue to

oppose the just cause of the Arab peoples. In the Middle East wars of 1956 and 1967
they declared that they would send volunteers to Israel to support it. In 1967,.
when the Middle East war was at its worst, a correspondant of the newspaper

pongd .a-.i3:-bo of South Korea who was a.ttached to the South Korean Consulate-General

in Egypt provided Israel with military information which it had obtained by

espionage in Egypt.

In the Middle East war of 1967, the South Korean authorities acclaimed the

Israeli aggressors and invited an Israeli military mission to Souch Korea in order

to decorate its members.

On 17 October 1973 the South Korean Minister for Foreign Affairs met the

Israeli Ambassador in South Korea in order to offer him his support ~,- this

information was acquired on 17 October 1973 from Radio Djoung an in South Korea

and thus 32 airmen of F4 Phantoms, among them 12 pilots~ were sent to Israel.

'I'hat is why my delegation rightly believes that the draft resolution

submitted by 42 co·..,sponsors would make a major and effective contribution to the

desired solution of the problem of the just Korean cause and would lead to the

restoration of peace and international security in the Far East as well as in

the Middle East.
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It is for the se reasons, '<7hi('.h have thus been stated separately and as

a whole, that my delegation supports, in the full rr:eaning of the word, as a

sponsor) the draft resolution 'vhich was introduced in the course of this

morning's meeting by the representative of Algeria.

Mr. MA1~K (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation frcm

Russian): Mr. Chairman, before embarking on the substance of the position of

the Soviet Union on this item, I should lik~ to congratulate you on your

election to your high post, and to wish you all success in the fulfilment of

the duties entrusted to you. It is a I 1articular pleasure for me to congratulate

you, since you are a former Ambassador of your country to Moscow; and since we

like to refer to all United Nations repl'c"lsentativec who have been Ambassadors

to Moscow as Muscovites, I therefore greet ~you O.s a Muscovite and wish you all

success in your task.

For more than 20 years now the Korean question has been on the agenda of

the General Assembly. Hovever, the discussion oi' this item at thJ.G thirtie ch

session of the Assembly is taking place in l much more favourable atmosphere

in international relations t~hal1 has been the case in the past. rr'he process

of detente has become £1. determining factor in international rel~tions; this

favourable process is guining in l:itrength and gatheri.ng imr;etus. It is

extending to lle'\V spheres of internat:i.onal relaticns and new areas of the

world, and. is acqLliring concrete, mnterial content.

In relations among States we see the strengthening of the principles of

peaceflll coeJ~istence and mutually advantageous co-operat.ion. rr'he recently

concluded general debate at this thirtieth session of the Assembly demonstrated

very convincingly that the over~vhelming majority of United Nations Member

States have reacted l)os:Ltively to and expressed satisfaction ,·d.th the beneficial

influence of detente 0n the process of rec1ucing international tension in the

world.
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In our viey~ 'lire must rr.ake the most of these favourable conditions in order

to settle outstanding questions) which rep1'8Sent the continuation and the vestiges

of the invidious cold war, which has on more than one occasion brought mankind

to the brink of universal catastrophe.

On the positive side, we were recently pleased to note the favourable

effects on detente of the Declaration signed a short time ago in Moscow by the

General Secretary of the Cownunist Party, Leonid Brezhnev, and President Giscard

d'Estaing of France -- a Declaration on the further development of friendship and

cO·e·uperation between the Soviet Union and France. In that Declaration it

is stated that:

liThe parties note with satisfaction that in recent years notable success

has been achieved in normalizing the international situation. The

Soviet Union and France declare their determination to redouble their

efforts in order to further promote detente and to extend it to

international .relations as a whole. 11

This realistic attitude is understood and sha~ed by the overwhelming majority of

States of the world. This warm change in the political climate has reached the

most distant parts of our planet; it is felt even more keenly in Asia, where'

States having different social systems are struggling to put a permanent end

to the cold war era and, through their joint efforts, to build a peaceful future

for their peoples.

The favourable influence on the situation in Asia and throughout the world

has also triumphed among the peoples of Viet-Nam, Laos and Cambodia in their

victory over the aggression against their sovereignty and independence. In

Indo-China, one of the most dangerous hotbeds of international tens:tC'!l hA,S

been eliminated ..... one i'1'hich had complicated international relations for a long

period of time. The SEATO military bloc, created by the most rabid partis'ans. of

the cold war, has dissolved. The particiratjon of the delegation of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea in the work of the General Assembly and

in the discussion of the Korean que3tion is a positive sign of this same detente,

for such participation was inconceivable and impossible during the cold war

years.
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Th
In these conditions, we see particularly clearly how timely and urgent

is the need for a peaceful settlement of the Korean problem~ which was ~~ngenderl;;:d

by the cold war~ and how necessary it is to eliminate tension on the Korean

Peninsula and to create normal conditions so that the Korean people can freely

and independently and by peaceful means, without foreign interference, decide

their own destiny. I am thinking particularly of this question which is of

such vital interest to them: the reunification of their country.

We welcome the participation of the delegation of the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea in the work of the present session of the General Assembly~

and we should like to note particularly that vTe have listened with great interest

and attention to the statement made by the head of the delegation of the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea, the Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Comrade Li Jong Mok. He very convincingly set forth the just, well-founded

position of his country concerninG ways to achieve a peaceful settlement of the

Korean question. I would point out in particular that his speech was permeated

by a genuine concern for the destiny of the entire Korean people and by the

sincere ffiid noble desire to achieve durable peace for the entire

Korean peninsula.

This year we are commemorating the thirtieth anniversary of the liberation

of Korea from Japanese occupation during the Seccnd World War and the defeat of

Japanese militarism. After throwing off the chains of colonial slavery and

becoming masters of their own destiny the workers of the northern part of the

country chose the socialist way of development for themselves.
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The Delr:ocratic People vs Hepublic of Korea has, in a short period of time,

transformed itself into a socialist State with a developed industry, a. highly

developed agriculture, and a highly developed national culture. That country has

reached the level of the developed industrial countries in its production

abilities. In the four years of the Six-Year Plan, the over-all industrial

production has increased 9.1 timf-;s. Furthermore, the rate of this grmvth has

amounted to 17 per cent annually, and this eould be a, cause of envy for more than one

St,~tr:; I,Iemher of the United Nations. In accordance with thi.s P1311, the production of

electric power should:.amount to 2(: ,000 million to 30,000 million
•...1_

kilowatt hours in 1976~ coal mining should reach a production of 50 to 53 million

tonE; and steel production,lvill reach approximately 1~ million tons. As a

result of the intensive irrigation projects Md agricultural improvement undertaken

by the Democratic People vs Republic of Korea, agricUltural production has

reached a sUfficiently satisfactory level, a,:; h88 the production of raw
materials.

The great achievements of the peoples of:~orea in developing their culture

and their art are well known. Illiteracy has long since been eliminated, and

since 1972, the country hps gone over to a general period of schooling over a
IO~·year curriculum programme.

In recent years the representatives of many United Nations 1"ember States,

including the representative of the Soviet Union to the United Nations? have

vi.sited the Democratic People's Republic of Korea on the invitation of its

Government, and have seen l'rith their mm eyes the outstanding achievements and

the greatly developed economy and cUlture of North Korea.

As has already been stated, for man;f years 1101'1' 'the problem of Korea has been

considered at the sessions of the United Nations General Assembly. IIOIvever ~ up

to no'w,) the situation has not changed for the better. rrhe Assembly ~ at its present

session~ must once again discuss the situation in Korea carefully and in detail,

and it should plan ways for normalizing the situation and strengthenine peace on

the Korean peninsula, and take the corresponding positive decision::;.
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With regard to the position of the Soviet. Union on the Korean question, it

has once again been officially set forth quite recently. Speaking in the general

debate at the thirtieth session of the General Assembly, the Soviet Foreit;m

Minister? Andrei Gromyko? referring to this matter, stated the follovTing:

"The precarious state of armistice obviously does not ensure the

stabilization of the state of affairs on the Korean peninsula. The need to

create conditions for establishing durable peace on the Korean

peninsv~a and speeding up the peaceful reunification of Korea has long been

pressing. Those goals would be served by a cessation of outside

interference in the internal affairs of the Korean people and, in the first

place, the withdrawal from South Korea of all foreign troops stationed there

und\~r the United Nations flag, as well as by t.l.H? conclusion of a peace

treaty. It is the rluty of the United Nations to assist in every possible

,T8,y in taldnr; such steps. Thi s can be done on the basis

of the proposals put forvard at the current session of the

General Assembly by a large group of States, inclUding the Soviet Union. If

(yYv. 2357 ~ PP. 52'-53)

The question quite naturally arises? what is the cause of this continuing

abnormal situation in Korea? Why, despite the persistent efforts of. the Government

of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea aimed at a peaceful democratic

solution to the Korean problem which was supported by the masses of the peoples

in both parts of Korea, and whict has broad support from all United Nations

Member States why is it that this problem i$ still not settled? What is the
main obs'caclei'to a settlement in Korea?

It is difficult to deny the obvious fact that the main

obstacle in this situation on the Korean peninsula is primarily the continued

foreign intervention in the affairs of the Korean people; and, secondly, the

stubborn reaC'l:;ionary position of the leaders of South Korea, i'1'ho are repressing

their own people and its own natural desire for democracy and reunification.

The South Korean rOI!.ir::.e' s fear of its own pco}11e is an obstacle to the
peaceful reunification of Korea.
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Can we consider as normal a situation where:> 22 years after the sir:ninr; of the

armistics in South Korea, there still remains a tremendous foreign army under

the United Nations flag in South Korea:> at a time when there is not a single

foreign soldier on the territory of North Korea? Naturally:> no one could be

misled by the fact that the foreign troops in South Korea are still illegally

calling themselves United Nations troops, while everybody knows that these a.re troops

of only one single State ilember of the UniteCl. l'Jati~nf:l, namely, the United States

of America. This foreign army amounts to more than 40,000 men:> and it is armed

with the most modern weapons, including nuclear weapons. As we see from the

memorandum submitted on the Korean item by the Governn:cnt of the remocratic People IS

Republic of Km'ea to the thirtieth session of the General Assembly

contained in document A/C.l!I054, these foreip.n troops recently have been ('quipped

with new forms of modern weapons, and their technical equipment and fire-power
have been increased.

As was proven convincingly by facts adduced during the discussion of the

Korean question at a number of United Nations General Assembly sessions,

foreign troops in'South Korea represent an instrument of outside intervention in

Koreais affairs and constitute the main obstacle to a peaceful democratic

reunification of the country. The presence of foreign troops in South Korea is

the main factor Which is very seriously complicating the situation in Korea and

preventing its normalization. Consideration of the Korean question in the United

Nations, and particUlarly its discussion at recent sessions of the General Assembly:>

has demonstrated to the entire international community that there is no reason or
justification for maintaining foreirrl1 armed forner.: .; Cl th r·

-. t: '-' ~ ....11 1.)011, \orea.
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Those troops are there in violation of the Armistice Agreement, under

which all foreign armed forces "ere lonr: ap;o '7ithdraim from the territory

of North Korea. One cannot justify the maintenance of such troops by

demagogic references to so~·called threats comi'ng fr0m the north. References

to such a threat, as has been shown long since by the facts, are nothinp, more than

a nrolJaganda effort on the 'Jart of those '7ho are interested Ln perpetu8.t i nr;

the present abnormal and dangerous situation in Korea.

Another thing is obvious: the foreign troo'ls serve to bolster up the

nUDoet, anti-nati.onal rerri.'~e in South Korea, qhich utilises the presence

of those trom)s to >naintain their oT·'n domination over the peoDle and to crush

the democratic aspirations of the people of South Korea. PartiCUlarly in

recent times, the reacti.onary SeOUl regime has intensified its repression

of the natriotic elements of the nODUlation in South Korea ~ho have

come out in favour of the peaceful reunifi~ation of their country and the

elinlination of foreign irtervention in their own domestic affairs. At the

same time, with the suppurt of foreign arms, the SeOUl rerime 1.8

instigating a campaign against the Democratic Peoplets RepUblic of Korea

on the pretext of its slandercus version of a threat cominp. from the north,

and it is expanding its military preparations and increasing its armed forces,

which already amount to more than 600,000 men, sunnlyinrr theytl \'1i th the

most modern weapons, which are coming in Jreat quantities from overseas.

The South Korean authorities are continuing their armed provocations

of the Democratic PeoDle's Renubltc of Korea. The nresence in South Korea

of foreign troops and the feverish military preparations of the South Korean

regime are a nutritive medium for the most aggressive, adventu:,:,isti.c elements

in the South Korean popUlation. This situation not. only prevents reunification:

it actually .favours rPvision. It does not Drornote a neaceful nituation but., rather,

one of hostility and hatt'erl and encourages al1 kinds of inst'igations and

provocations directed against the Democratic People's RepUblic of Korea. As

a result of all these deliberately hostile policies ~ the tension and the

instability are continuing 1.n Korea ·'ithout attenuation.
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South Korea.

~ is veIl knO\-rn that the Goverm!lent of the Democratic People is Hepublic

01' I,ore,,: and Pres i dent Killl 11 Sung persollally have pe rs iste IItl;: ltHe1n't" ke II

efforts to create the necessary' conditions for the peaceful democratic

retmification of Korea and a durable peace on the Korean peninsula. AlonG

those lines ,in recent years tLJl~ l!,')t"cll Korean side has undertaken a number
of very important political initiatives.

In 1972 ~ as a result of the important political initiative '1' btu

Govermllent of that country) the fil'St steps I·rere taken along the difficult

road tOivaras the restoration of the national unity of Korea. A dialogue Ivas

'begun between the Der(!ocratic People is Republic of Korea and ~J::.;ut;l Korea

i·rhich i·ras approved and supported by the Dnited Nations. Agreement i-Tas reached

on the creation of a l\Torth..South Joint Co..ordinating Committee) Hnd meetings

C1L' th"'i~ 'cHl'!ai ttee v;e re l:e lrJ • In the l'Torth-SoL1.th Joint Cmr.mL1.lJ.ique 0.2

1+ .Tt.ll~!' :.i)'r':l ijeneral principles concernin8 the l.'eunificatiol1 ai' t1::e

country by peaceful means i'Tere set forth;that is" by the efforts of the

I;ol'can 1>e0.91e itself J vri t:l -1.:tt any foreign intervention Whatsoever. [rhe

purpose Ivas thereafter to apply the agreement that had been reached and to

transform those aGreed provisions into practical ~ concrete measures. In a

resolution adopted at its twenty·ei[ihth session~ the United l~'ations General

Assembly supported those positive efforts ~ ivhich were begun On the initiative

of the De:lllocratic People i s Hepublic of Korea) and expressed the hope that the

North and Lhe South vroulrl continue their dialogue and expand their
co· ·oper~;1tiono

H01·TE!Ver~. the Seoul regi.me began to sabotac;e the ilL~i1d.E;llt process of the

gradual, peaceful reunificatioll of Korea. The agreelt1ent set forth in the

aforementioned Joint CU!JlIHllldu: ".~ Lms, up 'to n.AJ, not br~'('ll implemented as a

result of the negative _ obstructionist posi ti.on taken by' the iJou'th Korean siue.

It becomes 1110re obvious to all vrith each day that the main obstacle to

the peacefnl solution of the Koreall I),l'oblem has been and remains the

continuing intervention of foreiGn forces in Korean affairs~ primarily

the pres ence of foreign troops in 00uth Korea ~al1d the negative position of
the r; :");1. t}1 h.orean re{Sime.
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For many years during discussions in the General Assembly of the Korean

question certain delegations have made great efforts and used all their

eloquence to prove what cannot be proved~ to convince everyone that all foreign

troops in South Korea without exception are so~called United Nations troops and

that they are under the so~·called United Nations CO:tnIl1and. Now a IBO..del3ree

about-face has been made and they are doing exactly the opposite. They are mru~inG

efforts to convince the General Assenilily and each delegation to the Assembly

that the United Nations Command does not have any troops .... other than some

300 to 400 men ... and that those foreign troops in South Korea which amount

to more than 40~000 men are not United Nations troops and are not subordinated to

the United Nations Command but rather to the United States COIi1mand. This is

the metamorphosis that has occurred in this question of foreign troops in
South Korea.
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",)rl6 hra s nny c:o ubt whnt ROeVeI' thAt the fC')l8 ign troops in S.)uth Ern.'en

h .... ve f:rol<l tLe very outset illegal.ly used the United ilJ'ations flag and the

nalile "United liations troops'f ~ and their command has also from the very

outset il.lt:~[)::,Jly called itself "the United Nations Command". Therefore:J

at this point the fact is that this so· ,called Unitecl Nations Command in

boutll Korea j',mst be immediately and unconc1itionally dissolved. All foreig'J1

troops, rnd these h:"ve heen ttel'e fOl' lWl'(~ thnn ~O ye,"l's under the CniteCl J\!ntiOl1fJ

fla~, f1bmld l'e tatnUy l;ithcll""'I.;n.

The Soviet Union supports the position of the Government of the

DeNocratic Fel}.-:Le I s Republic of Korea to the effect that tLpFe itf~~ '8

cannot be separated from each other. r::tey lue :intet'J'el:-,ted. The:) c1:ir:.solntje;n

of the United Nations Command at a time when foreign troops remain in South

ICorea . troops which up to novr have called themselves United ITations troops

but lThich Ul1c1el' any other ne", forei.Gn flag or under any other name vTill 1:)'1

cha.nr~e the situation .. this Ivould simply be one more attempt to lltisleac1

'IT 5.iltn,"!o)ed people and even to mislead the United ITations 5 which is already

sUffici.ently I'Tell informeeL

f£lhc GOirernment of the Dell1ocra.tic People's Republic of Kori:"tt has put

forvTard and is consistently advocatinG a 'broad programme of practical meaSUl"l:.:S

covering all aspects of r. l~ett ·j.·tlt':nt jn K01'e~ nnd ;Jl"f\' L1'1~W '1'.')1' the

vri thdravral of foreign trooI>s i'reJT!l South Korea and che cessation of military

confro11tati(,:r,i;~ on the Korean li(minsl.lla~ for the purpose of' cres:ting the

necessary conditions for a peaceful J democratic l'eunif'ication of the couutr'Y

and for a durable peace an cl. s{;;c:urity in Korea and throughout all Asia.
I "1 'L''''r:'~t''i!r,!''lt'''1y c

J
p"I"',Y'dl'n'," +l't="! (:i ~':t'l1·,t·,ll~tl ,"\f' t""o !"11J'i'(4d T.T!:'ltl'()tl'~ ','~l)lrt'I:1n('1 .,!,..:'JJ. • (;t .... "' ...• f •. \::: i, J "~I ~(,t.J. ..-.- t.; '-,' .... _ " ..,1 ....... ~_l.." I U .L,.\"-; _ .. ,,,, ... ~,.. ., t.", _ , , ~, "t , li

the lvithdrl1,·rcl of all forei'_D. troops from South Korea~ the Government of

the Democratic People /s Hepu"blic of Korea proposes replaci.ng the Armistice

Agreement in l~orea by a peace aGreement between the Government of the

];E:l:O"l'i'+:i" People1s Republie of' Korea and the United States~ as tLt~ Lnj.t'il~!:

which have signed the Armistice Agreement. They are proposing to conclud.e

a peace agreement betlTeen the real parties to the Armi stice ~ since South Korea

is not a signa.tory to this Agreement and its troops ~ UIJ to 11011 ~ have buen

under the so···called United Nations Command~ on 'whose oehali' the Al.'lllisticc

j)cl1ocratic rE~O'
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1\, ree),ien't ,Tith the Democratic People is Republic of Kon;a 1-78.S signed.

'The parties to this Agreel.Ient are only t'HO:. rU.1Jj1clYJ 'the COl,u;1,and of tL(~

J)(~l1,ocratic Fc~oT>lG'G Republi c ef Ko TP8, anu. the Uni Led Ut ates Couri',anll) ._~: 1.(1

it fo110i'TS juridically mId lY~ically therefrom t.hat a l'('~J,~e .sreement l~ust

bp siC,nod only by those tvro parties ~ 1181ileJ.y) by the Democratic PeopJ.F~;c

r:(~public of Korea and. the United Dtates.

Juc1gin[,; fr01'l press reports J pr0:f10sals on this matter vTere Illade by the

Government of the Democratic People I s Hepublic of l~orea to the UniterJ states

Government. HOiTever J it has been said that up to IlOi'T there has been no

answer to those 1'l'0[108r,Is. ':f.lhus there has been et cessation of this prolonged

situati.on of an unstable Armistice and a step tov7!l,rrJ.s 11 durable and }.i'.:?TI'lanent

peace has been taken.

Can iole consider a.s normal the maintenance of 't;1d.£, situation Qf··-r l.;1.. ;": :,;c:

for ?t? years? Ire lllUSt bear in mind. that the A1Y'L1.:oti (''2 flcreement is beiue;

constal'tly nwl d(~ Uh:~r"i'/:~ly violatell by the Sout1J ;·,('r.'0:~n P;;;:.~i.Iile aJ.'1.tl the

effects of' GOInG of its most important provisions L .,\j~~ b~el1 1J1'dl!1te:Y.'~:1,11~r

terminated.

In accordance with the aGreement suggestecl III the Democratic People I s

Hepublic of Korea~ all forei~n troops must he vTi'i',J1c1ra,ffi from South Korea in

the :~r.ul'test fossUle time. Both parties must essmne the obligation not

to encroach on the territory of the other party an(1 to eliminate the clanger

of :.:m eruption of armed conflict ~ to cease st:J:'e~l!sthening the armed forces, and

ohJ}) :illl!"Yl'tjng \·:e"l'I')t1E rind mJl:i.tnry techr.:"'!1l lX into f~ol'P~. -;'+'''''1' -+'1",,\ ·.··:'thc:1'''1·; ..::.

of foreic.u troops ~ Korea must not be conv~:r:ted :i.uta n mj.l·i'buy or f;UH'Olt

base for any foreign State. Furthermore ~ it is proposed that the unite(l States

should assume the obligation not to prevent North and South Korea fror.l

implementing an independent and peaceful reuni fi cation , in accordance vTith

the aforementioned l\!ol'th- Eouth .;0 i.nt COllilDuniq ue. "t1l1 to l'f;f' 1'.'" in c(~mr'l'~b:::1;1

from hr~;I~l'venlng in the domestic affairs of Korea.

'J:he conclusion of such an agreement would be the basis of a c1.urable peace

in i(orea because these reasonable, peaceful proposals of the North Korean side

,h'",: .I.1:A f·,;tility of.. nnd evpn 1"efl;tp, tLn r>.sseH'tin:s -1:0 tb~ effect tLr.t i'f)l"::iEn
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troops are needed in South Korea in order to maintain the Armistice in

connexion with the threat from the North. It is not hard to see the

absurdity of this hostile propaganda directed against the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea. One need only study the concrete proposals which have

been put forward and defended by the North Korean side for the purpose of

reaching a settlement between North and South Korea on those questions which

mirrht still arise between them after the withdrawal of foreign troops. TheLJ

Government of the I:'err..ocratic People's Republic of Korea consi:lers that, after

the withcrawal of foreign troops, measures should be taken to ward off a

military confrontation between North ann South. It is proposed, as is known,

to reduce troJps in both North and South to 100,000 or even fewer, to

terminate the arms race, the in~;rease in arms and in armed forces and to enter

into a mutual commitment to cease the importation of weapons and

military technology. If one considers that at the present time the army

of the South Korean regime numbers more than 600,000 men and that it is

equipped "':1ith the most recem.l types of weapons, then it becomes quite

understandable what a very useful role would be played by the implementation

of the measures which have been proposed by the Government of the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea.
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TL:~lnp. proposals ref~r to the military aspect of the relations between

North and South. The implementation of U;0;~k' measures would create real

guarantees for stability in the Korean peninsula vd thout foreign intervention

after the withdrawal of foreign troops, whose presence leads only to a freezing

of the existing al~nor[r.ul tense situation.

Furthermore, the Government of the Democratic PeopJ.e's Republic of Korea

proposes a broad programme of political measures aimed at tbe p(~a('eful,

democratic reunifi cation of the country by the Koreans themselves without

any foreign intervention and under cond.i.tions in Hf',ich ull fC1reign trG:~'[.J8 would

ne absent fralfi Korean territory.

The North Korean party stresses its readiness to begin negotiations

at any time on the reunification of the country with all the South KOrf;f.111

political parties, all pUblic organizations and individuals. As a mean.3

to achieve national unity and to accelerate the independent, peaceful

reunification of the country, the Government of the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea has put forT'ar.d pro formls calling far the ('rea tiot~ ot' a

North South canfederat i:::>n. While maintaining temporarily the present

polltical systems in the North and the South, they p:r'0pose forming a

Supreme N~bional Assem~ly consisti~g'of representatives of the Government of

the Democrati c reople Ys Republic of Korea and the South Korean authorities

thus settling in a unified way the problems tbat are of general interest

and also acting as a unified State in the field. of foreign affairs, a3 well

as ['7ith regard to the United Na.tions.

The creation of a confederation, as suggested by the North Korean party,

would make it pos sible to develop contacts and co--operation b'e>t\'7een North cJ.nd

Snuth in various fields and thus expedite the process of reunification.

The North Korean side is also in favour of strict and consistent respect

for the principles of national reunification set forth in the North-South

Joint Communique dated 4 July 1972.

All these proposals by the Government of the Democratic People's RepUblic

of Korea regarding a peaceful, democratic solution to the Korean problem are

filled with a sincere concern about the destiny cJ.tJd .lhe national aspiratjr)rJs of

the Korean people and for the maintenance of peace in Korea. They have the
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firm support of tile Soviet Union, the socialist States and all sincere

friends of the Korean people:> which represent an ever- growing number of

states dembers of the United Nations.

In this connexion we should like to recall the position of the

non~aligned countries on the Korean question, which, as is known, constitute

the majority of ;jliJ.teL~ 1,ie1Me1'3 of the United Nations. In the political

Declaration adopted by the Conference of Foreign lYJinisters of the Non-Aligned

Countries in Lima last August, they again cunfirmed their support for the policy

of t'b-: inde pcrJd(~nt und fE:aceful re un ification of Korea ~! i thou t any foreign

intervention in the domestic affairs of that country. The Declaration

contains a demand that all foreign troops which are still in South Korea under

the United Nations flag be withdravrn and that the present Armistice Agreement

in Korea be replaced by a peace agreement. He should like to hope that the

parti cipants in that Conference will maintain thi.s r,:os i tion on tbe Korean question

at the thirtieth session of the United Nations General Assembly.

"e are deeply convinced that the normalization of the situation on the

Korean peninsula and the creation of favourable conditions for a peaceful,

democratic reunification of Korea will be promoted by the adoption by the

General AS;Jf;mLly of the draft resolution submitted by a large group of sponsors

f'l'Ofll u.rr.ong the :::0'.;; alisi: und non-aligned countries, inclrding the Soviet Union.

In this draft resolution, it is proposed to eliminate the main source of tension

and the main disrupting element in Souta Korea by withdrawing foreign troops

under the United Nations flag and to dissolve the so-called United Nations Command.

The draft resolution also proposes the replacerr.ent of tbe temporary Armistice

il.:c~rp.err.ent~ 1;1bicb has already become obsolete, by a r-eaee agreement. It also

contains an urgent ap[,el:'.l to North acd South Korea to uphold tb= rrinciples of their

Jo in t: COlTIl1luniq UP and to t-lkp. practi.cal measure s to cease and te rminate military

confrontation and to IT:dtntain a durable peace in Korea.

In adopting this draft resolution, the First Committee and the G~neral

Assembly could mal.ce a truly useful contribution in assisting the Korean

people to take an independent decision and to act by democratic means without

any intervention from the outside in this question of the reunification of their

country .
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Such a decision on the part of the !lssenbl:T ,mulc. be E'. res-gonse to the task that

faces the Unitec. Hatiol1s throuehout the entire c.evelopnent of internatio1181 relations ~

namely, to promote the strengthening of peace and to intensify the process of

detente and extend it to all areas of the l'!Orld.

In opposition to this draft resolution, which is sponsored by 42

States Members of the United Nations, the draft resolution of the capitalist

developed countries and of a small group of their political supporters from

among the developing countries disregards the very substance of the Korean

problem -.~ the question of the withdrawal of foreign troops from South Korea.

This draft resolution is aimed at maintaining an unstable, tense situation in

Korea. It provides not only for the maintenance of foreign troops on Korean soil

but also for conferring upon the presence of these troops a certain legal

status. In view of this, the Soviet dele~ation coes not consider this draft

resolution acceptable and will vote against it.
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The Soviet Union supports the positive efforts of the peoples of the

Asian continent aimed at carrying out this task of strengthening peace and security

and promoting fruitful co-operation. We support their efforts to ensure

that the fruits of this beneficent process of international detente

become accessible to the peoples of all the Asian States. In Asia the idea

of guaranteeing the security of States by the joint efforts of all countries

is gathering strength, which is in the interests of all the countries of that

continent. The strengthening of security in Asia on a collective basis with

the participation of all States 'rlOuld meet the requirements of our time and

would meet the interests of the Asian peoples and the peoples of the entire

world. A prompt, peaceful solution of the Korean problem in accordance with

the aspirations .of the Korean peo~le would be a useful co?tribution to the

improvement of the international situation in the far East and throughout all

of Asia.

We express the hope that all those delegations which cherish the cause

of peace and security and those that respect 'the national aspirations and

interests of the Korean people -- their aspirations to reunify their homeland

into a single Korean State without any foreign intervention and without the

presence of foreign troops -- will vote in favour of the only just and correct

draft resolution, the one which has been proposed by 42 non-aligned and

socialist States.

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the representative of the Soviet Union for

his congratulations and for the fact that he mentioned my service

in his country, a country of which, and of whose people, I still have the

happiest memories.

Mr. DATCU (Romania) (interpretation from French): If one draws up

a balance sheet of the 30 years of activity of the United Nations, one can

register to its credit a host of achievements and of positive contributions to

the development of understanding and co-operation among states.
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However~ it is also fitting to state that with regard to certain important

problems and certain conflicts the United Nations was led to take unjust

measures which have been detrimental to its prestige and which have had

unfavourable repercussions on international life. The so-called Korean entry

is the largest debit on the balance sheet. It is true that in the last analysis

it is not the United Nations itself which should be blamed~ but rather those who

use it as an instrument of their own policy. As far as we are concerned, we

feel that all that has been done and is being done in south Korea in the name

and under cover of the United Nations is an abuse and does not represent the

will of this Organization.

The United Nations involvement in Korea, which dates back to the cold war,

is an anachronism which our Organiz~tion should rid itself of as soon as possible.

A beginning was made two years ago by doing away with the United Nations Commission

for Korea. That decision represents a positive contribution to the elimination

of barriers in the way of the r~unification of Korea. If we really hold dear

the prestige of our Organization, we must follow the path that has thus been

opened. That is what is proposed by the group of 42 countries, including Romania,

which initiated the present debate by including in the agenda of this session

the item entitled, "Creation of favourable conditions for converting the Armistice

into a durable peace in Korea and accelerating the independent and peaceful

reunification of Korea".

The objective of the measures proposed in the draft resolution presented

by this ~oup of countries is twofold. On the one hand, it is to put an end to

foreign interference in the internal affairs of the Korean people and to ensure

a durable peace in that country; on the other hand, it is to encourage by

ensuring favourable conditions, the positive processes set in train by the

political initiatives and the persevering efforts of the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea with a view to the peaceful and independent reunification

of Korea.

In order to eliminate foreign interference and guarantee a durable peace in

Korea we propose, in the first place, the dissolution of the so-called United

Nations Command, and the withdrawal of all foreign troops stationed in South Korea

under the cover of the United Nations.
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In this connexion~ it is well knovm -- and I therefore do not intend to

demonstrate it at this late hour -- that the resolutions under which foreign

troops stationed in South Korea were placed under the United Nations flag

did not and cannot represent the will of this Organization. Since they were

adopted in flagrant violation of the provisions of the Charter, those

resolutions remain absolutely null and void, ab initio. There can therefore

be no doubt that neither the foreign troops stationed in South Korea nor their

command has ever in reality been United Nations troops.

Romania is firmly convinced that the presence of foreign troops on the

territory of other States, contrary to the will of the peoples concerned, is

far from being a factor for peace and understanding. On the contrary,

international life has often repeatedly shown that the presence of foreign troops on

the territory of other states is a cause of tension \~lich stands in the way of

a just and durable solution of international problems.

Another measure proposed by the group of 42 sponsors is to transform the

military Armistice Agreement into a peace agreement. On this point we sho11.1d

like to be clear and correctly understood: we do not propose the pure and

simple elimination ot the Armistice Agreement, but its replacement by a peace

agreement which would be concluded between the real parties to the Armistice

Agreement. Therefore, what we propose is to replace the precarious status of

a military armistice by a genuine peace, durable and definitive, a peace that

could put an end to the state of war and restore peace between the parties

to the conflict.

To sum up, I should like to emphasize that there is an international problem

with regard to Korea which results from foreign military intervention in Korea

and the presence of foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the cover of

the United Nations. It is therefore a problem between the United States and

the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. This problem should therefore be

resolved by negotiations and agreements between these two countries.

On the other hand there is the problem of the reunification of Korea,

which is thus an internal matter which the Koreans themselves should solve,

without any interference, by negotiations between North, and South Korea, after the

elimination of foreign interference.
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'Ihe draft resolution sponsored by 42 States has not neglected that problem

while taking good care not to impose any solutions on the Korean people.

Indeed~ operative paragraph 3 of our text proposes observance of the

principles of the North·,·South Joint Communique ~ practical measures to eliminate

tensions and military confrontation~ a guarantee that force will not be used

against either side and the maintenance in Korea of a durable peace that will

permit the acceleration of the independent and peaceful reunification of the

country.

It is incorrect to say that the draft of the 42 States seeks to exclude

South Korea from the process of building peace and the reunification of Korea. We

deem it the duty of the United Nations to encourage the entire Korean people to

achieve their national aspirations on the basis of the three principles of

independence, peaceful reunification and the great union of the nation. We

sincerely hope that~ to that end, North and South Korea will continue their

dialogue in accordance with the spirit of the North-South Joint Communique of

4 July 1972.

If progress in that direction has not yet been made, the only ones to blame

are the leaders in Seoul who flagrantly violate the commitments they have entered

into.

The Peopleis Democratic Republic of Korea has through concrete acts

demonstrated that it is firmly determined to act consistently to create conditions

favourable to the peaceful and democratic reunification of Korea and to extinguish

the hotbed of tension in the Korean peninsula. On its initiative, and on the

basis of its proposals, as we know, in 1972 the North-South Joint Communique

was adopted, containing a statement of the principles for reunification.

And then it was again the Gmrernment of the People is Democratic Republic of

Korea which, on 23 June 1973, presented the five-point programme for the

reunification of Korea. This afternoon, in this chamber, the Vice-Minister of

Foreign Affairs~ Mr. Li Jong Mok, the head of the delegation of the People's

Democratic Republic of Korea, whose presence among us we warmly welcome, has

clearly and in detail presented the position and the proposals of his country

regarding the specific ways and means for eliminating tension in Korea, increasing

confidence between the North and the South, ensuring a durable peace and achieving

the independent a~d peaceful reunification of Korea.
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As regards the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.708/Rev.l, we note that

it does not respond to the aspirations of the Korean people because it does not

deal with the essence of the problem _.- that is, the elimination of foreign

interference in Korea and the independent reunification of the country.

Furthermore, the term ilindependence il is conspicuous by its absence from the entire

draft resolution 3 and the text contains obvious contradictions. Thus, in the

second operative paragraph, the text speaks of new arrangemencs designed to replace

the Armistice Agreement, while the third and fourth operative paragraphs insist on

the need to ensure the maintenance and continued observation of the Armistice

Agreement. The road to peace becomes too long and too obscure, when what is

suggested is the substit'ltion of one temporary measure by another. Really, one

cannot but think that the provisional is what lasts •.

However 3 even if we concede that the authors of this draft are speaking of

replacing the Armistice Agreement, they do not tell us what those new arrangements

designed to replace the Armistice Agreement would be. Would it not be normal to

think that the best arrangement would be a peace agreement?

As regards the fourth operative paragraph, it iS 3 to say the least, vague.

The foreign armed troops stationed in Korea will not ipso facto vanish into thin

air merely because the United Nations Command is dissolved. In order that none of

those foreign troops now placed under the United Nations flag should remain they

must really be withdrawn from South Korea and not be maintained there under another

cover.

Romania has never ceased 'Co militate for respect for the inalienable right of

the Korean people to decide their own destiny. My country resolutely supports the

just struggle of the Korean people for the peaceful and independent reunification

of their country on the basis of the five~point p:roposal presented by the Democratic

Peoplevs Republic of Korea. We reject any attempts to create two Koreas and to

render permanent the division of that nation.

In conformity with our position of principle regarding the need to liquidate

foreign military bases and to withdraw all foreign troops from the territory of other

States, Romania declares itself resolutely in favour of the immediate withdrawal of

all foreign troops stationed in South Korea under the United Nations flag.

The visit of President Kim 11 Sung to Romania this year was a new occasion

to reaffirm the complete solidarity of the Romanian people with the just struggle
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of the Korean people for the peaceful, democratic and independent reunification of

their country. At that time a treaty of friendship and co-operation between our

tv~ countries was signed by President Nicolae Ceausescu and President Kim 11 Sung.

Article X of that treaty stipulates that:

liThe high contracting parties pronounce themselves against any

attempt by imperialism designed to dismember other States and against the

policy of oppression and domination of other peoples.

ilvTe shall resolutely militate in the future also for the vrithdrawal cf

ageressive foreign troops from South Korea, and for the solution

of the problem of the reunification of Korea by the Koreans themselves in

an independent and peaceful manner on the basis of democratic principles."

I should like to end by stating that my delegation considers that the time has

come to take resolute measures to release the United Nations from the trap it was

pushed into 25 years ago and to correct the consequences of a mistake which is

still an onerous burden on its activities and its prestige. We believe that

conditions now exist to make the United Nations a genuine instrument of

co-operation and of the solution of the major problems confronting mankind, by

relieving it of a cunbersome inheritance dating back to an obsolete era. That is

our right rnd our responsibility.

My delegation appeals to the members of this Committee to support the draft

resolution sponsored by 42 countries because in our opinion it proposes measures

that accord with both the principles of the United Nations and the legitimate

rights and fundamental interests of the Korean people. He are convinced that by

acting thus the General Assembly will give concrete proof of its ability to

encourage positive processes in Korea and to contribute to the building of a just

and durable peace in that region and the entire world.
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Mr. ITOUA (Congo) (interpretation from French): I should like to

congratulate the Chairman particularly warmly and also the other officers of the

First Committee and to assure them of our entire co-operation. We are convinced

that under their highly skilled leadership the proceedings of our important

Committee will be most successful.

In this year when we celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the United Nations,

it is faced once again with a problem which is disturbing from many standpoints and

as old as the Organization itself. That is the question of Korea which is both a

challenge and one of the most flagrant injustices of our time; its victim was the

glorious Korean people which, after a long national liberation struggle, full of

self-sacrifice, against colonialism, had to suffer the arbitrary division of its

country and hence is unable to occupy its lawful place within our Organization.

In this regard, the People's Republic of the Congo believes that it is high time

for the international community to make the United States, the enemy of a small

people whose only and burning desire and unanimous wish is to live and build its

country in peace, come to its senses.

That is why my delegation, inspired by the will to work sincerely to seek

ways and means of promoting a rapid settlement of this problem, is happy, along

with a considerable number of other countries, to co-sponsor the draft resolution

contained in document A/C.l/L.709 which recommends, inter alia, the dissolution

of the United Nations Command, the withdrawal from South Korea of all foreign

armed forces stationed there under the United Nations flag and the replacement of

the Armistice Agreement by a peace agreement, and we think that this should be

given high priority.

We are particularly happy because the Congolese revolution, true to its

basic objectives, has always supported and continues actively to support, as it

does in all just causes, the profound aspirations of the Korean people for an

independent and genuine reunification of its country.

I this regard, we have to note that since 1945, the year when Korea was

unjustly divided, the achievement of this objective has not come any closer in

spite of the many proposals and relevant suggestions of the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea and the support of peace-loving countries. International

imperialism, engaging in all sorts of ~anouevres, thus bears the entire

responsibility for the serious situation in Korea, a situation which is a threat to

international peace and security.
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Several delegations i.,hich have s'J)oken before me have deplored the fact 1~.bat,

the United States ~ contrary to the provisions of paragrapll 60 of article l~

and paragraph C of article 13 of t.he Armistice Agreement ~ have continued .;. 0

station in the south of the Korean peninsula a considt:ru'hlt.:, rn.:mher of t!. oope un).I:~I~

the flag of the United Nations and~ ,·,hat is more ~ have been strengthc:ning th~~i.r

arsenal every day. This has created a situation of tension and~ as i'le hc1v',s

stressed before!) a permanent state of insecurity in the region.

That is why we consider as pure invention the statements of imperialism t.hr,!t

there is an alleged threat of invasion of the south of Korea by tlF~ Democrati c

People's Republic of Korea.

We want to make it quite clear that we condemn foreign occupation and tht;,>

flagrant intervention of imperil:11ism in the internal affairs of' Korea. IJ.1he Unit ,;':r1

States of America must, without delay~ withdraw its 'croops from Korea and put an

unconditional end to the South Korean/United States mutual defence Treaty.

We are happy to note that the will of all the KoreAn people to brinG about~ in

complete independence!) the peaceful reunification of their divided ("'.')untry,

remains unshakeable.

That is why the People's Republic of the Congo warmly welcomed the Joint

North-South Communique of 4 July 1972 which, because of the principles contained

therein, in the view of my delegation still ccnstitutes a useful basis for

negotiations betvreen the two parts of Korea. Furtl"..::rmore, the relevance of 'chat

agreement, which we hardly need to stress, was confirmed, at the twenty~eighth

session of the General Assembly of the Dnited Nations when my mm countrY!l alonG

with other peace and justice-loving countries took an active part in the search

for i'lays and means to make it possible for the Korean people therm"leJ ves to ~jettJ.e q

peacefully and without any foreign intervention') the problem of th·~;ir divided

country. vle believe that it is more than ever indispensable now for the three

principles of the independent and peaceful reunification of Korea to l"e

scrupulously respected and applied by the United States of' America and the

authorities of South Korea.

But unfortunately Lhe draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.708/t3ev.l, far

from formulating~ and assisting in a correct solution of the Korean problom is

actually an attempt to have the United Nations endorse the division of Korea

t'"
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which the co-sponsors of this draft resolution want to be permanent. Indeed, that

draft resolution, although it recommends, on certain conditions, the dissolution of

the United Nations Command, an instrument of aggression in the hands of

imperialism, makes no reference to the withdrawal of foreign armed forces from

South Korea, a withdrawal which, in the view of my delegation, is the core of the

problem involved in the Korean situation. There is no doubt that this omission

is not liable to bring about a peacefUl settlement of the problem.

We claim, therefore, that any attempt to solve the Korean problem which would

set aside the examination of the question of the withdrawal of foreign troops --

a very important precondition for the reunification and the restoration of peace

in Korea and in the area -- would necessarily meet with,the opposition of all the

Korean people and the other peoples of the world.

That is why my delegation considers unacc'eptable the draft resolution

contained in document A/C.l/L.708/Rev.l of 14 October 1975. We remain convinced

that the First Committee .'- and no one doubts its objectivity and effectiveness -

will be able to avoid falling into this trap.

v.Te, for our part, feel that if the United States Government really wants Korea

to be reunited, that great Power must put an unconditional end to the occupation

of South Korea by its troops. The people of South Korea, encouraged by the great

achievements in the norther~ half of the country, are struggling energetically

to overthrow the fascist military dictatorship of Park Jung Hee and to achieve, in

the context of the freedom they have recovered, the liberation and reunification

of their country. We must remember that Korea belongs to the whole Korean people.

That is how it must be.

My delegation, therefore, would like to repeat its profound conviction that

the just struggle of the Korean people, thanks to the support of the other peoples

of the world, is bound to prevail.
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): I thank the representative

of the Congo for his congratulations to me and the other officers. With the

rJmmittee's consent, I propose to close the list of speakers tomorrow, Wednesday,

22 October, at 5.00 p.m.

Mr. DRISS (Tunisia) (interpretation from French): I shall have

occasion to speak on the substance of this problem at a later stage. At this

point I should merely like to put a question to the Secretariat.

We have heard in all the statements, and have read in all the draft

resGlutions, a reference to the Armistice Agreement. I should like to know

whether that Agreement has been issued us a United Nations document and, if so,

under what number? If not, would it be possible for copies of that Agreement to

be distributed· to delegations in all the working lanp:uages? T'Tould it at least be

possible to have an analysis of the United Nations obli~ations -- and I say

Obligations advisedly -- stemming from that Agreement? Of course, we are aware

of what took place some 20 years ago, and when we study the question of Korea we

have a number of documents at our disposal. But this is an exceedingly important

element in our debate because we are embarked upon a discussion of the problem

of dissolution of the United Nations Command and replacement of the Armistice

Agreement by a peace agreement, and I am afraid that we need further clarific~tion

before we can shoulder our responsibilities with full knOWledge of the facts.

The CfffiIRMAN (interpretation from French): I call upon the Committee

Secretary to reply to this question .
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i'Ir. BAHEPJEE (Secl'etm::r of the Committee): I'Te Hill consider the

request of the representati7e of Tunif.3ia r-md tC1,,:orr01·r J shall be able to c;ive

him a specific anSHer as to whether ~ and if so where, that document is

available.

UNITED NAT

][1'. SALI_FOt£ (Ni{~er) (irrcerrlrctation from FrF:nch): I should like to

support th(:: request of' tIle repre:3t;:ntative of Tunisi:-:. Last year ~ inc1eec1
. ~ ",re

~',.'Vl to deal vd.th this problem and ",rere obliBed t.o turn to the documents service ~

from. which it seemed 1TC c01Jld obtain this document, which had been

i SG1J_C;;~ CL'; An offici21 docilY"ent of trl:':' Security CC,1 lUcil in :1.95:3. Unfortunately,

the dOClUllents f,ervice was ;,;mable to provide us \·/ith that document, and today

i-re shoulcl. ;:1till lih:e to have copies of it. tl1hat is 'why I firmly support the

proposal of the r(;;;p1:'I;;~,:mtative of Tuni:~~ia. I do not ask ~ as he did, that the

J\.";r,;emr:;l').t bE'~ sWt1arL::(.:'cl or analysecl, but th +J the f1grcerr:ent be distributed to
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